Sulfur transformation in rising main sewers receiving nitrate dosage.
The anoxic and anaerobic sulfur transformation pathways in a laboratory-scale sewer receiving nitrate were investigated. Four reactors in series were employed to imitate a rising main sewer. The nitrate-dosing strategy was effective in controlling sulfide, as confirmed by the long-term sulfide measurements. Anoxic sulfide oxidation occurred in two sequential steps, namely the oxidation of sulfide to elemental sulfur (S(0)) and the oxidation of S(0) to sulfate (SO(4)(2-)). The second oxidation step, which primarily occurred when the first step was completed, had a rate that is approximately 15% of the first step. When nitrate was depleted, sulfate and elemental sulfur were reduced simultaneously to sulfide. Sulfate reduction had a substantially higher rate (5 times) than S(0) reduction. The relatively slower S(0) oxidation and reduction rates implied that S(0) was an important intermediate during anoxic and anaerobic sulfur transformation. Electron microscopic studies indicated the presence of elemental sulfur, which was at a significant level of 9.9 and 16.7 mg-S/g-biomass in nitrate-free and nitrate-exposed sewer biofilms, respectively. A conceptual sulfur transformation model was established to characterize predominant sulfur transformations in rising main sewers receiving nitrate dosage. The findings are pertinent for optimizing nitrate dosing to control sulfide in rising main sewers.